ABSTRACT Summary: ClaNC (classification to nearest centroids) is a simple and an accurate method for classifying microarrays. This document introduces a point-and-click interface to the ClaNC methodology. The software is available as an R package.
In Dabney (2005) , I described the classification to nearest centroids (ClaNC) method of classifying microarrays. ClaNC is derived from a classical method called linear discriminant analysis (LDA). LDAbased classifiers are simple and have been shown to outperform many more complicated alternatives (Dudoit et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2005; Tibshirani et al., 2002) . ClaNC customizes LDA to the microarray problem by incorporating a feature-selection step. Briefly, ClaNC uses regular t-statistics to rank genes by their ability to distinguish the classes, then applies a class-specific procedure for selecting the genes to include in the classifier.
The prediction analysis of microarrays (PAM) method of Tibshirani et al. (2002) is another example of an LDA-based classifier for microarrays. ClaNC error rates tend to be substantially less than their PAM counterparts, for a particular number of genes used in the classifier (Dabney, 2005) . Furthermore, ClaNC error rates tend to be less variable than PAM error rates (Dabney, 2005) .
ClaNC runs on top of R (R Development Core Team, 2005, http:// www.R-project.org) and is available as an R package. Detailed installation instructions can be found at my website. Once invoked, the ClaNC interface will appear as in Figure 1 . A typical analysis will proceed as follows. First, load data to be used in training the classifier; all data input takes place in the top frame, labeled Inputs. Second, specify the prior probabilities to be used and the range of active genes per class to consider in the middle frame, labeled Options. Choosing Equal priors will place prior weight 1/K on each class, where K is the number of classes. Choosing Class priors will place weight n k /n on class k, where n k is the number of training samples in class k, k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , K, and n is the total number of samples. The number of genes to use in each class is specified directly. By default, classifiers using 1, 2, . . . , 10 genes in each class will be evaluated. To be clear, the classifier using 1 gene per class will choose K unique genes, one unique entry for each class. Third, train the classifier by clicking Train in the bottom frame. This will carry out 5-fold cross-validation to assign misclassification error rates to each classifier under consideration. Once completed, a plot will appear summarizing the results, as in Figure 2 (Supplementary material).
Fourth, choose a single number of active genes per class based on this plot. In the example of Figure 2 , four genes per class (16 total unique genes) drop the error rate to zero for all four classes. To build the classifier based on four genes per class, select Single under Genes Per Class in the Options frame, and click Build. Fifth, if you would like to evaluate your classifier on independent test data, load the data with Test selected in the Inputs frame, then click Test. A summary of the results will be printed in the message box. Sixth, if you would like to predict the class of an unknown sample (or a collection of unknown samples), load the data with Predict selected in the Inputs frame, then click Predict. The predicted classes will be printed to the message box. Finally, you can Save your classifier to a text file. Table 1 shows the results of saving the classifier built above. See the manual for a more detailed discussion of the file format, but note that all components necessary to represent the classifier are present. This file can later be loaded into ClaNC by selecting ClaNC in the Inputs frame. All components neccessary to represent the classifier are present: gene names, pooled standard deviations, the class centroid components for the selected genes, and the prior
